Snow Group

Class 7

Home Learning

7th-8th January 2021

(Language, Maths, Science & ICT)
Language, Literacy & Communication
1.

Flipgrid – please see my Christmas question and ask mum or dad to record you on their Flipgrid phone app to reply to
me. (Parents I will email you your child’s codes) OR select the Flipgrid (cross) tile on HWB and reply using your
laptop.

2. Type on HWB (Word or Jit) My favourite Christmas present was………because …. See if you can add a picture using
Jit - Draw or draw it on paper.
3. Think of words beginning with the letters form Happy New Year

(The one below is mine, please think of your own)

H is for happy
a is for aeroplane
p is for puppy
p is for promise
y is for yes
Continue with words beginning with the letters of New and Year. Please type up your task on Hwb so I can see it. Mum or dad
can help you log on and help you to type if they need to.
4. Flipgrid 2021 (Choose 1)

My wish for 2021 is to ……
Or My New Year’s Promise (Resolution) is to …

(Parents I will email you your child’s codes)
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Mathematical Development

Capacity and Volume.

This is all new so you will need help from an adult. Practise using these words and what they mean.

Capacity - how much a container can hold.

Volume - how much is in the container.

You will need 4 containers that are exactly the same size (plastic cups / yogurt pots / plastic milk bottles) Label each cup a,b,c,d.
A measuring jug
Task

Use the measuring jug, pour water to make the cups as follows.

Cup a needs to be full.
Cup b needs to be half full.
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Cup c

needs to be nearly full.

Cup d

do not pour any water in this cup, it will need to be empty.

Just by looking at the cups, discuss with your parents – Don’t forget to use the special words!
Which cup has the most volume.
Which cup has the least volume.
Which cup is half full.
Which cup is nearly full.
Which cup is empty.
Next, using the measuring jug, measure to the nearest ml (the volume) each cup holds. Then use Word to complete your task
and record your measures on a table like this if you can. If not, just type out the sentences instead.

Cup
a
b
c
d
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This cup holds (the most / least / half
full / empty etc)

How many mls in each cup?

Maths IXL – choose Year 1 Positions J1 to J8

Science
Fill a plastic container with water and put it outside overnight.
Check the next morning to see if the water has frozen or not!
On HWB Jit / Word
Type
Last night I put a container of water outside.
I looked at the container this morning and the water …… (has frozen / turned to ice / not changed / something else
happened?)

ICT
Use Jit and choose the pink animate tab to explore how you can make pictures move. Remember to add the title and save
your work.
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